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While style is not well-defined for music, the genre of a piece of music is highly related 
to its acoustic properties. Current attempts at musical style encoding boast extensive 
feature engineering and static definitions of components of style. Learning encodings 
directly from raw audio instead has significant applications in musical style transfer 
and audio processing.
Task Definition: We seek to transform raw audio samples to genre encodings 
without explicit feature engineering.
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Vanilla Autoencoder
Encoder: 3 hidden layers, learn                                  , where x is downsampled input
Decoder: 3 hidden layers, learn                                   , where x is encoder output

                                                                              , where x is downsampled input
Two Layer Neural Network

Hidden layer: 128-dim, tanh activation

Deep Softmax Autoencoder (Final Architecture)
Simultaneously train a deep autoencoder and multi-class classifier using the 
64-dim encoding  as input to the classifier
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GTZAN Dataset [1]

● 400 songs (30 seconds each) labeled as 
classical, jazz, metal, and pop

Inputs and Feature Engineering 
● No explicit feature engineering, per task 

description
● Sampled one second clips at 22.05 kHz
● Downsampled to 500-dim inputs using 

average pooling
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● Replace the autoencoder with a β-TCVAE to learn disentangled 
representations via a mutual information gap (MIG) metric

● Increase number of classes in dataset to test generalizability of model
● Experiment with using learned latent representations as style encodings for 

music style transfer
● Interpolate components in the latent space to measure interpretability of latent 

representations

● We see a noticeable overlap between the pop class and the remaining three classes
○ When listening to random samples, we see that pop songs can easily be 

mistaken for the other three genres
● The pop genre encodings have the largest variance

○ This is corroborated by the variance of the pop songs in the raw data PCA 
○ When listening to exclusively pop samples, there seems to be less of a distinct 

style within the genre
● Classical and jazz music have similar instrumentation, which might explain the 

proximity of their  genre encodings
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● Model has the most difficulty discerning between metal and pop
● Classical music exhibits the highest precision, recall, and F1 score, likely due to 

its distinct style

● The vanilla autoencoder results are as expected, since it is unsupervised and has no 
incentive to learn a distinguishable representation of genre

● When supervised with a genre classifier, the Deep Softmax Autoencoder’s 
encodings display promising separation and smoothness in the latent space

● Motivated by neural style transfer on images, we experiment with visualizing the 
classifiers’ logits as a form of genre encoding

● As expected, due to optimization objective, we see a clearer distinction between 
each class in the visualization of the classifiers’ logits when accuracy is high

Summary:
● Compared to the 4-dim encodings, the 64-dim encodings have the potential to 

capture more variance within each genre
● The 4-dim encodings and 64-dim encodings serve different purposes: particular 

tasks may require the expressivity of the 64-dim or the conciseness of the 4-dim

Dataset Information and Feature Engineering


